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Abstract. The rise in complexity and number of processing cores in
SoC has paved way to the development of efficient and structured on-
chip communication framework known as Network on Chip (NoC). NoC
is embraced as an interconnect solution for the design of large tiled chip
multiprocessors (TCMP). It is characterized by performance metrics such
as average latency, throughput and power dissipation which depend on
underlying network architecture. In this paper, we propose 2L-2D (Two
Layer Two dimensional) architecture to enhance performance of conven-
tional buffered 2D mesh NoC where two identical layers of 8x8 meshes
are stacked one on top of the other. 2L-2D uses conventional 5-port
virtual channel router (VCR) architecture and vertical interconnections
are made by utilizing unused ports at edge routers only. Experimental
results indicate that our proposed approach improves throughput and
network saturation point whereas average flit latency and power dissi-
pation is considerably reduced when compared with standard 5-port 2D
mesh and torus designs.

Keywords: Network-on-Chip · Virtual Channel Router · Average la-
tency · Throughput.

1 Introduction

Rapid progress and innovations in IC technology have led to massive rise in
transistor integration which resulted in the evolution of complex System-on-
Chip (SoC) comprising of IP (Intellectual Property) cores that are connected ei-
ther by classical shared bus or point to point intercommunication architectures.
Network-on-Chip (NoC), a packet-switched network, has emerged to overcome
integration restrictions of SoC and interconnect associated issues like global



wire delay problem which arise due to technology scaling. NoC communica-
tion is widely employed owing to its better scalability over conventional forms
of on-chip interconnect, improved performance, built-in fault tolerance, better
load handling ability, modular topology to connect the processing elements, con-
current communication between several pairs of processing cores and improved
parallelism [1], [2].

Scalable homogeneous NoC architecture comprises of several processing cores
integrated on a single chip which are interconnected by a two dimensional mesh
topology. High-speed routers, network interfaces (NI) and communication links
are the basic components of regular tile-based NoC. The processing cores are
attached to routers and the routers are connected by bi-directional links to ex-
change data between various processing elements (PE) in the form of packets.
A packet is subdivided into flits (flow control units), which is the basic unit of
data transfer in NoC. NoC network traffic is due to cache misses and coherence
transactions. Each router has 5 bi-directional ports, North, South, East, West
that are connected to neighbouring routers and a local port attached to corre-
sponding PE [1], [3]. The conventional VCR based NoC design employ input
buffers to improve throughput, network bandwidth utilization rate, load han-
dling ability and thereby raise network performance. 2D mesh NoC architecture
is widely used in TCMP due to its regular structure and scalability.

In this paper, we propose a novel design approach based on traditional VCR
based NoC, where two layers of 2D mesh network are stacked on top of each
other, without altering standard 5-port router microarchitecture. Comparison of
our proposed design with a planar 2D mesh network and 2D torus network en-
gaging equal number of routers show improved network saturation point and
throughput with minimal average latency, power consumption and footprint
while running at similar frequency as conventional 2D design.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II gives an overview
about the related work and section III describes motivation behind our design.
Section IV present features of proposed design. Section V gives a description
about experimental methodology followed. The results are discussed in Section
VI and section VII concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

As 2D integrated circuits (IC) have limited floor planning choices, performance
improvements occurring from NoC designs is restricted. The developments made
in 3D IC technology has paved the way for routers used in 2D NoC topology
to migrate towards 3D based topology. 2D NoC architectures use links made of
global copper wires whereas 3D NoC comprises of both copper links and vertical
TSV interconnects. 3D ICs can improve system performance manifold as they
consists of several layers of active devices. Due to decrease in interconnect length,
3D ICs has improved performance, reduced power due to shorter interconnects,
better packaging density and greater noise immunity [4], [5].



Stacked Mesh or Hybrid 3D NoC-Bus mesh structure is proposed in [6] which
is a combination of packet-switched network and bus structure. 7-port symmet-
ric 3D NoC router is replaced with 6-port hybrid NoC-Bus 3D switch to exploit
small interlayer distance in a 3D IC for improving performance. Their approach
uses addition arbiter for each pillar or vertical bus for improved integration
between NoC and bus structures. The authors in [7] compare 2D mesh NoC
structures and corresponding 3D structures by evaluating power consumption,
speed and zero-load latency to indicate 3D NoC advantages over 2D NoC. They
also developed an analytical model for zero-load latency of each network under
consideration which takes into account the topology effects on 3D NoC perfor-
mance. An exhaustive study of inter-strata communication architectures in 3D
NoC is described in [8]. Several design options such as a hop-by-hop symmetric
3D design, a simple bus-based vertical connection and a 3D crossbar structure
are explored in their work. They also propose an improved partially-connected
3D crossbar structure called DimDe, to deliver better performance and energy-
delay product characteristics.

MIRA (Multi-layered on-chip Interconnect Router Architecture) proposed by
[9] is a stacked 3D NoC structure which is optimized to minimize power consump-
tion and the area requirements thereby enhancing performance and thermal be-
haviour. Feero et. al. [10] analyse performance of different 3D NoC architectures
to exhibit their improved functionality in contrast to conventional 2D structures.
They have introduced a novel architecture termed as ciliate 3D mesh which is
basically a 3D mesh with several IP blocks per each switch. Each router is com-
prised of 7 ports, but their architecture has reduced overall bandwidth owing
to multiple IP blocks per router and minimal connectivity when compared to
a complete 3D mesh network. The authors in [11] report several application
mapping and TSV placement strategies for 3D NoC systems. They also propose
exact and heuristic techniques to address thermal-aware system design and test
methods for both 2D and 3D NoC based architectures.

The effects of minimizing number of Through-Silicon-Via (TSV) to half and
quarter on functionality of 3D NoC are assessed in [12]. Unbalanced distribution
of 3D switches and random delays for different applications are main drawbacks
of their architectures. Authors in [13] employ partition islands of switches to
form areas for allocating same TSV pad for communication between interlayers,
which are managed by serialization logic. But the average packet delay tends to
exponentially rise with increase in number of switches per TSV bundle owing
to serialization across TSV bundle. Contrary to 3D NoC employing vertical
arbitration, a novel arbitration-free design is proposed for shared vertical links
in [14]. Their proposed design has better performance in energy, throughput and
latency when compared with symmetric 3D NoC with same area footprint.

3 Motivation

In a 2D NoC architecture, as the number of processing cores grows, there is sig-
nificant increase in average packet latency whereas the communication quality



Fig. 1. Latency versus number of processing cores for different synthetic traffic patterns

decline due to rise in average number of hops between routers. Figure 1 clearly
depicts the rise in flit latency with increasing number of cores for different syn-
thetic traffic patterns in a planar 2D mesh NoC network. In contrast to 2D NoC
network, 3D NoC designs will have minimal packet latency and smaller area
footprint. But, 3D integration in NoC incur extra challenges as packets have to
traverse along third dimension for which 3D router architectures have to be used.
This increases arbitration, number of interconnections and ports in routers. The
authors in [15], clearly indicate that crossbars used in 3D routers have increased
power dissipation and area in contrast to 2D NoC routers.

The performance and area benefits of 2D NoC and 3D NoC architectures
are put to use in our approach for enhancing functionality of 2D virtual channel
routers. 5-port router architecture of conventional VCR based NoC is used in our
design to build 2 identical layers of 8x8 meshes. The inter-layer communication
is by vertical interconnections using TSVs made at edge routers through their
unused ports thereby, improving routing efficiency.

4 Proposed Design

As mesh topology has a regular structure and routers are interconnected by
short wires, we have taken mesh network for our proposed work. Figure 2 shows
8x16 2D mesh NoC and figure 3 details our new structure: 2L-2D. The proposed
structure is formed by stacking 2 layers of 8x8 2D mesh NoC network. Both the
layers are connected only through edge routers using vertical interconnect such
as TSV. In a conventional 2D mesh NoC, all the 5-ports of routers, excluding
the edge routers, are fully utilized in forming on-chip interconnect structure.
But the edge routers have unused ports, which we have utilized in our design,



Fig. 2. 8x16 2D Mesh NoC

Fig. 3. 2L-2D 8x8 Mesh NoC

to make connection between two layers through vertical interconnection links.
Thus instead of having a 7-port router structure as in a 3D mesh NoC network,
routers in our proposed design can have the same 5-port router architecture as
in a 2D mesh NoC.

The 5-port router used in this design is same as that of traditional virtual
channel router as shown in figure 4. Conventional VC routers employ buffers at
their input ports so that flits can stay in them till they attain a productive port.
Complex buffer management circuitry is required in addition to buffers, consum-
ing significant portion of on-chip power and occupying large footprint on the chip
[16], [17]. The routing unit calculates required output port for the packet. Vir-
tual Channel (VC) allocator unit does the task of reserving a VC in downstream
router for each packet. Switch Allocation (SA) module performs arbitration to
pick the winning packet when several packets require same downstream router.
5x5 crossbar is employed as switching fabric.



Fig. 4. Virtual Channel Router of [1]

Flit is routed to nearby router based on XY routing algorithm in 8x16 2D
mesh and torus NoC whereas a modified XY routing algorithm is employed in
our design for efficient routing. Simple static XY routing is used for intra-layer
routing. When the source and destination routers are in different layers, flits
advance to nearest edge router in X-dimension which gives minimal Manhattan
distance across source and destination routers, as shown in algorithm aside. The
above design approach can be implemented for bufferless mesh NoC as well.

5 Experimental Methodology

We employ Booksim 2.0 [18], an open source cycle accurate NoC simulator which
models conventional VC based NoC router [1]. For our evaluations, we have used
folded torus topology as in [1], to remove lengthy end-around link at the cost of
doubling the span of other links. We then make necessary alterations to model
our proposed design.

5.1 Synthetic Workload

The performance of 2L-2D is compared against VCR for mesh and torus topolo-
gies with size 8x16 (128 nodes) using standard synthetic workloads like uniform,
tornado, bit-reverse, bit-complement, shuffle, neighbor and hotspot. After suffi-
cient warm up time, average latency of flits and throughput readings are taken
for all the traffic patterns by varying injection rates between zero and network
saturation. Due to space limitations, results plotted for few traffic patterns only
are shown.



Algorithm 1: 2L-2D Routing algorithm

Input : current router, destination router
Output: output port

if (current router layer == destination router layer) then
XY routing algorithm

else
if current router is edge router then

if current router is at first column then
output port = west

else if current router is at last column then
output port = east

else if current router is at first row then
output port = north

else if current router is at last row then
output port = south

end

else
output port taken as east or west depending on shortest Manhattan
distance between source and destination router

end

end

5.2 Real Workloads

We also evaluate the performance of our new design against baseline VCR of size
8x16 for both mesh and torus topologies using real application mixes such as
multi-programmed SPEC CPU2006 [19] benchmark application suite and multi-
threaded PARSEC benchmarks [20]. Multi2Sim [21] simulator is used to model
a 128-core multiprocessor system where every processing core comprises an out-
of-order x86 processing module with 64KB, 4-way set-associative private L1
cache and 512KB, 16-way set-associative shared distributed L2 cache. One of
the benchmark applications from SPEC CPU2006 suite is run on each process-
ing core. Depending on misses per kilo instructions (MPKI) values, we divide
applications into Low, Medium and High MPKI. 7 multiprogrammed workload
mixes are produced by combining the different applications from application
suite. We also run multithreaded workloads on an equivalent setup with minor
alterations to create sufficient traffic for our analysis. Network events produced
by running these workloads are then fed as traffic to NoC simulator.

6 Results and Analysis

The performance of 2L-2D is compared against VCR based NoC for both mesh
and torus topologies of size 8x16 (128 nodes). For VC router (VCR), we assume
16 VCs per input port for our analysis purpose. We employ deadlock free, deter-
ministic, minimal path XY routing algorithm in VCR to analyse the performance
improvement of our proposed design.



Fig. 5. Average latency comparison for different synthetic traffic patterns.

6.1 Effect on Average Latency

Flit latency is computed as the time instant at which flit is first created in net-
work to the time instant when flit reaches destination core, including queuing
time at source node. Wider and lower latency curve indicates that router perfor-
mance is better. Average flit latency comparisons between 8x16 2D mesh VCR,
8x16 2D torus VCR and our proposed design under some of the typical synthetic
traffic patterns are shown in figure 5. 2L-2D reduces average latency by 17%,
20% and 18% for uniform, tornado and hotspot traffic respectively, compared
to VCR mesh. The average latency reduction of 2L-2D compared to VCR torus
is 16%, 7% and 24% for the same traffic patterns. When injection rate nears
saturation, there is exponential increase in average latency due to flooding of
network with flits. Higher the saturation injection rate in a router better is its
load handling capacity. It is quite evident from figure 5 that our proposed design
has much improved saturation injection rate compared to VCR mesh and torus
networks.

Figure 6 depicts comparison of average latency values as the number of pro-
cessing cores is increased. On scaling number of cores, our 2L-2D design has
better reduction in average latency over other two designs. The reduction in
average latency of flits compared to VCR mesh and torus networks for multi-
programmed and multithreaded workloads are shown in figure 7. There is sig-
nificant decrease in average flit latency values for all the mixes using our design
approach. As in multi-dimensional architectures, this reduced latency is due to



Fig. 6. Average latency versus number of processing cores

reduced hop count and more number of NoC links in our design where edge
routers are interconnected through TSVs.

6.2 Area Overhead

In a NoC network, router overhead and wiring overhead contributes to total
area overhead. Overall router area is based on total number of routers used in
the network and area overhead per router, which is dependent on number of
ports. 2D NoC architecture generally uses 5-port router architecture for mesh
network whereas in 3D NoC designs, generally 7-port routers are utilized. Our
proposed design has used same 5-port router architecture of 2D design thus,
saving on router area overhead. There is negligible hardware router area overhead
for our proposed work due to the modified routing logic which is overshadowed
by remarkable reduction in average latency and throughput improvement.

For a 2D mesh NoC, wiring overhead includes overhead due to horizontal
wirings only (8x16 2D mesh employs 232 horizontal links). For 3D NoC, in
addition to area due to horizontal and vertical wirings, there is inter-layer via
footprint. 2L-2D uses twice the number of horizontal links present in 8x8 mesh
network (224 horizontal links) and some additional vertical wirings (28 vertical
links) for connecting edge routers, thereby raising total wiring overhead. TSV
has been utilized to connect inter-layer routers, which consumes some amount
of silicon area and metal area. But our 2 layer design has reduced footprint as
two 8x8 networks are stacked on top of each other.



Fig. 7. Average latency for real applications

6.3 Effect on Throughput

Network throughput is calculated as number of flits ejected from network per
router per cycle. For a multi-layer NoC network, throughput improvement de-
pends on average hop count and number of physical links. Throughput delivered
by an ideal NoC network will be same as the flit injection rate. As 2L-2D has
more phyiscal links and less average number of hops, our proposed design has
better throughput indicating better quantity of sustainable traffic. Comparison
with synthetic traffic patterns such as uniform, neighbor and bit-complement in-
dicate throughput improvement of 2L-2D over other designs as shown in figure
8.



Fig. 8. Througput comparison for different synthetic traffic patterns.

6.4 Effect on Router Pipeline Delay

Verilog HDL models of a router used in VCR based NoC and our proposed
work is implemented and synthesized using Xilinx Vivado Design Suite-HLx to
calculate pipeline latency of the router. Router delay is calculated as the time
that a flit takes to traverse across router input port to router output port. The
same functional units that are used in VCR are also employed in our design since
both of them make use of 5-port router structure, only difference being in the
routing logic used. Thus, our router pipeline frequency also remains the same as
that of conventional VCR NoC router as similar functional units are employed
in our design.

6.5 Effect on Dynamic Power Consumption across NoC links

Power dissipation in a NoC network rests on power dissipation across routers
and inter-router wire links, which in turn rely on underlying, interconnect archi-
tecture. Power consumption in any network will rise as injection rate is increased
since it determines amount of activity in routers and inter-router wires. Power
dissipation of each flit per hop can be specified as

Pflithop = Prouter + Plink (1)

where Prouter denotes power dissipation across each router and Plink is across
inter-router links. Since identical routers are used for both 8x16 VCR and our
design, power dissipation across router is going to be the same. Power dissipation
of a flit which takes n number of hops can be given as

Pflit =

n∑
i=1

Pflithop, i (2)



The average power dissipation per flit when N flits are transmitted is specified
as

Pflitavg =
1

N

N∑
j=1

Pflit (3)

Thus average power dissipation of each flit depends on number of hops between
the source and destination nodes.

The area and power is calculated and compared using Orion [22]. We presume
65nm technology at 1GHz operational frequency with one cycle inter-router link
delay. Router area is same for all the designs as we have employed the same
5-port router microarchitecture in our design also. Dynamic power dissipation
reduces by 23% for uniform traffic, 26% for tornado and 25% for hotspot traffic
when compared with VCR mesh network. There is power dissipation reduction
of 7%, 8% and 16% for uniform, tornado and hotspot traffic respectively when
compared with torus network. Thus, our proposed design has significant reduc-
tion in dynamic power consumption across NoC links due to reduced average
number of hops.

7 Conclusion

NoC has emerged as a promising solution to overcome scalability and bottleneck
challenges faced by conventional SoC architectures. In this paper, we proposed
2L-2D, where two similar layers of 8x8 mesh NoC are placed on top of each other
and minimal TSV based vertical interconnections are made through the unused
ports of edge routers only. The performance and area advantages of 2D and
3D architectures are exploited in our approach using minimal number of TSVs
and employing conventional 5-port VCR based NoC router. This design can be
further extended to 3D NoC structure where multiple layers are stacked on top
of each other and communication between layers are only through edge routers
so that the same 5-port router architecture can be employed. The thermal issues
associated with our proposed design can be evaluated as a future work.
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